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Majors Week showcases
programs, attracts students
by Daniel Bottino
News Editor

courtesy ben silver

After changes in JumBonnaroo’s venues and performers, Roller Snakes is set to perform at the event on Thursday at ATO.

IFC bans alcohol from JumBonnaroo
According to Ben Silver, the co-chair of the
JumBonnaroo Committee for Relay for Life,
a large number of incidents involving alcohol
last weekend prompted the Interfraternity
Council (IFC) to cancel Greek social events for
the upcoming weekend. He explained that he
was able to work with IFC members to permit
the festival to go on with alterations, including the provision that the fraternity parties not
involve alcohol.
	IFC President Evan Cover, a senior, declined
to comment specifically on why the IFC
decided to make the events dry, but said that
Greek leaders determined that the Relay for
Life cause could be best celebrated without
alcohol.
“It takes a certain element … out of the
traditional party scene and allows us to focus
on celebrating … life and [and] the fight
against cancer, and … the achievements of
our peers and musicians,” he said.
	Silver said he was concerned the event
would have to be canceled in its entirety after
he was contacted by the IFC, but explained
that he worked yesterday evening to ensure
it would go on. The event had already sold
out of 3-day wristbands and tickets for Friday
night, as of yesterday evening, according to
Silver. A cancellation of the event would have

disrupted the efforts of the student organizers,
as well as risked the loss of ticket sale revenue,
which is being donated to the American
Cancer Society through Relay for Life.
As of early this morning, JumBonnaroo
is scheduled to go on, albeit with an altered
schedule. Thursday’s event, formerly scheduled for Zeta Psi fraternity, has been moved to
Alpha Tao Omega (ATO) fraternity, and Friday
night’s event, scheduled for Sigma Phi Epsilon
(SigEp) fraternity remains unchanged. The
Saturday location was also changed to Delta
Upsilon after Theta Delta Chi (123) fraternity
decided not to host any performances. The
music lineups have also changed, and specific
information on the performers can be found
in the Weekender on page four.
Despite the changes, Silver believes
JumBonnaroo will be a great experience for
the attendees.
“It’s about the music and it’s about Relay,
and we want to do everything to keep pushing that forward,” Silver said. “Despite these
changes, we hope that people can still have
fun and support the cause and the artists and
everyone that has been putting a lot of hard
work into [JumBonnaroo].”
—by Justin Rheingold and Nika Korchok

Majors Week, officially held last
week, has continued into this week with
events hosted by a variety of academic departments. According to History
Lecturer David Proctor, Majors Week
events primarily serve as a means for academic departments to showcase their programs to students potentially interested in
majoring or minoring in the subject.
“[Majors Week] is about introducing
students to the discipline; what would a
history major [or] a classics major entail?”
he said. “It’s also a way to get students
and faculty together, so that students can
get a sense of who the faculty are in the
department.”
Proctor added that for some departments, Majors Week can also serve as an
opportunity for the entire department,
including faculty, undergraduates and
graduate students, to gather together and
get a sense of the makeup of the department as a whole.
Proctor noted, however, that most of
the Majors Week events focus their attention primarily on first years and sophomores, many of whom have not yet
declared a major.
As a member of the Department of
History, Proctor explained that History
Majors Week usually consists of faculty
introducing their courses and explaining
aspects of being a history major.
“The most important part about the
History Department Majors Week event
is to provide that access to the faculty,
to provide a casual atmosphere where
students can just talk to the professors,”
he said.

Despite its name, Majors Week is also
geared toward students who may be interested in a department’s minor rather than
the full major, Proctor said.
Although the general outline of most
departments’ Majors Week events is similar, Proctor noted that there is some variation between the departments.
“Every department has their own flair
to it,” he said. “Some departments structure it as a series of presentations, some
departments have just … a casual atmosphere, some departments have a formal
address from a department chair … it
really varies.”
Proctor explained that Majors Week is
not intended as the only factor in students’ decision to choose a major; instead,
Majors Week should serve as the final step
in the decision-making process.
“I think there are times where going to a
Majors Week event and talking to that one
faculty member about what your interests
are and finding that you really have a connection with that person or that within
the department there are really ways to
explore what you want to explore. That
can be the final piece that pushes you
toward that major,” he said.
Proctor emphasized that Majors Week
can provide this final piece simply through
casual conversation with professors.
Joel Rosenberg, associate professor
and co-director of Judaic studies, agreed
with Proctor in emphasizing that a Majors
Week event is only a small part of the decision making process for students.
“I think that our best way attracting
people to the [Judaic studies major] is
teaching courses that students like, and if
see MAJORS WEEK, page 2

Committee schedules
Parade of Nations draws smaller
crowd, more diverse performances class make-up days
by Jei-Jei Tan
News Editor

Tufts International Club
hosted its annual Parade of
Nations this past Saturday
in Cohen Auditorium, celebrating the diversity of inter-

national identities at Tufts,
according to Parade of Nations
Co-director Shanice Kok.
According to Kok, a junior,
the event featured performances by a number of student groups, including Pulse,
Wuzee and La Salsa.

“We try to build a culture
show of all the diverse performance groups on campus,”
she said, adding that culture
shows usually showcase a
specific type of talent. “We
see NATIONS, page 2
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Tufts International Club held the Parade of Nations in Cohen Auditiorium on Feb. 28.

Inside this issue

by Marianna Athanassiou
Assistant News Editor

At its most recent meeting, the
Educational Policy Committee
(EPC) voted to add replacement
class days during Reading Week
and Patriot’s Day in response to
the number of class days that
have been canceled this semester due to excessive snowfall.
This semester, classes on two
Mondays, two Tuesdays and
one Wednesday were canceled, according to Montserrat
Teixidor i Bigas, a professor in
the mathematics department
and co-chair of the EPC.
The combined faculty of the
School of Arts and Sciences and
School of Engineering approved
the decision on Feb. 18. Faculty
may use the additional makeup days at their discretion,
according to an email sent to
students on Feb. 20.
Across Tufts, professors
have tried to make up for the
time lost by the snow days
with a variety of methods,
including online sessions,
extra office hours and collaboration through Trunk, Teixidor
i Bigas said.

The majority of teachers in
the EPC, however, were united
in voting for the motion to add
replacement days, according to
Teixidor i Bigas.
“Many students have not had
many classes for certain courses, and we believe that faceto-face time is important and
therefore there should be some
way to make it up,” Teixidor i
Bigas explained.
Bigas noted that in the EPC’s
effort to set a clear make-up
class policy for students and
to avoid student conflicts with
other classes, in passing this
motion, professors do have less
flexibility to choose the days
and times that would suit them
to make-up classes, Bigas said.
Further,
student
opinion also played an important
role in making of this decision,
according to Adiel Pollydore,
one of the EPC’s student representatives.
“Like every decision made on
the EPC, we do have an extensive conversation about the
proposal at hand and really give
all the members an opportunity
see EPC, page 2
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Majors Week allows
students, faculty
chance to connect
MAJORS WEEK

continued from page 1
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Student groups including Pulse, Wuzee and La Salsa performed at the Parade of Nations last Saturday.

Oliver Chapman Award presented at Parade of Nations
Nations

continued from page 1

try to reach out to a lot of people …
I think this year we did a really good
job of having a really diverse group of
performances.”
“It was very interesting to see how
all these groups represented different
parts of the world,” fellow Parade of
Nations Co-director Ellis Juan told the
Daily in an e-mail.
Kok said that some of the groups
featured this year that had not participated in previous years included Tufts
African Dance Collective, BEATS and
S-Factor.
“This is the first time in a while
we’ve had an a cappella group,” she
said of S-Factor. “They sang one song
in Hebrew, which was great.”
Kok noted that the organizers wanted to feature more singing in the show
this year. Seniors Leslie-Ann Flego and
Marcy Regalado performed a medley
of love songs, one of which was in
Spanish.
“The Parade of Nations celebrates
and brings to knowledge Tufts’
diverse student body and international culture,” Juan, a sophomore,
said. “With a school as international
as Tufts, the Parade of Nations serves
as a yearly culmination of our rich
cultural history.”
Kok explained that this year’s
Parade of Nations encountered difficulties with organization and prep-

aration because of snow days and
a delayed start in advertising. The
directors estimated that an audience
of between 120 and 160 attended the
event, which was a smaller audience
than in previous years.
Senior Anna Zhou also received the
Oliver Chapman Leadership and
Community Service Award during the
event. According to Kok, the annual
award — established in memory of
Oliver Chapman, an international student from Panama who passed away
in 1992 — recognizes a senior who has
been an avid participant in Tufts campus life, usually an active member of
the international community.
The event concluded with a flag
show in which students represented their countries of origin in front of
the audience by carrying their countries’ flags across the Cohen stage. Kok
estimated that about 20 nations were
represented at this year’s flag show,
compared to over 30 countries last
year, although multiple students represented each country.
“It’s always a really fun thing where
there’s blasting music and people
just [walk] down the aisles,” Kok said.
“Some of them are in their national
costumes, and I’m just amazed that
they brought them to Tufts.”
Sophomore Sibonay Koo, a ChineseAmerican student who grew up in
Singapore, said that she enjoyed performing with La Salsa and watching

the flag show.
“The audience, despite its relatively small size, was very enthusiastic,”
she said. “I really appreciate events
such as Parade of Nations since they
acknowledge and validate all these
identities on campus that often get
buried. With a lot of the people in
the show, they’re involved in so much
other stuff … you often forget about
their national and cultural identities.
It’s nice to see them affirmed and
brought to the fore.”
Martha Rimniceanu, a sophomore
from Romania, was originally disappointed that the International Center
did not have a Romanian flag, but the
International Center soon remedied
the situation.
“[The International Center] went
and bought a Romanian flag for me,
which was really sweet of them,” she
said. “I’m grateful that they got one
because I got to add to the show by
representing my country.”
Looking ahead, Juan would like to
incorporate more audience participation into the show, while Kok said
that they are considering making it an
unticketed event.
“Parade of Nations is something
that I look forward to every year,” Kok
said. “It’s definitely very stressful …
getting it all together … but it always
turns out really well, and I always
have so much fun backstage that it’s
worth it.”
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they enjoy the course and want to pursue
it further, they have having an opportunity
to do that,” he said.
During the Majors Week event for the
Judaic studies major and minor and the
Hebrew minor, Rosenberg explained that
interest appeared to be sparse, with few
people stopping by the department’s
table. Accordingly, in order to get the word
out about the possible Judaic studies academic options, Rosenberg noted that the
academic quality and distinctiveness of
the department is vital.
“One thing that distinguishes Tufts in
the Judaic studies domain is that we’re
not solely text centered … my emphasis
has always been on experience, historical experience. I teach a lot of courses
through modern media, especially film,”
he said.
Ultimately, despite the lack of attendance at the Judaic studies Majors Week
event, Rosenberg emphasized that it was
far from a failure.
“People walked by our tables and looked
at our displays and talked to us and met
our faculty, and that can be as important,
I think, as delivering any particular message,” he said.
In terms of possible improvements to
Majors Week, Proctor noted that scheduling has always proven to be difficult.
For example, the Department of History
chose to hold their event on Wednesday
of this week rather than during the official
Majors Week due to scheduling issues.
For Jean-Charles Zurawicki, a firstyear who attended the Department of
History open house on Wednesday, the
event served as a possible means for getting to know more about the department.
“I’m also thinking of [majoring in] international relations, and I’m taking a history class now called Globalization [and] I
really like it, so I figured maybe it would be
worth double majoring,” he said.
After the introductions of the history
faculty members, Zurawicki noted that the
event has favorably impacted his opinion
of the history major.
“I think I am more confident in being a
history major now; I’m excited to become
one,” he said.

Faculty members to
host make-up classes
at their discretion

EPC

continued from page 1

to voice concerns,” Pollydore said.
Pollydore favored the motion
because such a large amount of instruction time was lost, especially in seminars
or classes that meet once a week, but
she said she is cognizant of the fact that
some students were concerned about
the decision.
“I know that a lot of students have
expressed concern about the decision,
but overall, a lot of people saw this coming,” Pollydore said. “By the third snow
day, there were already murmurs on
campus on how we would make the days
up, so many people may not have been
all that surprised.”
Despite its necessity, the addition of
replacement days is a rarity, according
to Bigas, who has taught at Tufts for 26
years. “It has never happened in the past
where there have been this many snow
days and cancellations,” she said. “The
policy has changed a lot.”
According to Pollydore, this year’s
policy change reflects decisions that
the university should make to accommodate similarly bad weather in the
future. “I think we need to have more
systems in place to help instruction
continue even with inclement weather,” she said.
In fact, the EPC is taking steps toward
doing so by building in designated makeup days in future semesters in order to
avoid a similar debacle, Bigas said.
“In the future, we will try to have
some days that are specially for this
reason, just in case this happens again,”
she said.
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Student Organization
Annual Awards
Ceremony
presented by the
Office for Campus Life
To nominate an organization or for
detailed description of each award

please visit our website:
ocl.tufts.edu
Collaboration Award

Community Connection Award
Greek Chapter of the Year Award
Imagination Award
Jumbo Award
Legacy Award
New Organization of the Year Award
Program of the Year Award
Publicity of the Year Award
Student Organization of the Year Award

Deadline for Nominations: March 23rd, 2015
http://ocl.tufts.edu/events/awards-ceremony/

Ceremony held on Thursday,
April 16th, 2015
5:30-7:30pm
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Eric Broess (left) and Michael Nuzzolo, members of the Rollersnakes, practice in Granoff on
Monday, March 2.

ALLI PINE COURTESY BEN SILVER

Market Basket performs during last fall’s JumBonnaroo festival.

JumBonnaroo presents opportunity for diverse artists
to showcase talents in three-day music festival
by Nika Korchok
Executive Arts Editor

Tufts University is experiencing a
renaissance of live music through
JumBonnaroo and other similar live
music events. In an era of digital music
that is produced and distributed faster
than most music blogs can track, Tufts’
live music scene is only growing, feeding off of its high demand and strong
reception on campus. In its third semester, JumBonnaroo is set to feature a
diverse group of artists for its spring lineup: Waldo, Blue Ives, Rollersnakes, MTSA,
Everest, Dusty 9 and Yonas Dinkneh.
More artists will be announced, according to the JumBonnaroo Facebook event
page, as several bands and venues withdrew after changes were made to the
event last night.
The Daily sat down with Ben Silver, cochair of the JumBonnaroo Committee for
Relay for Life.
Ask Ben Silver what he likes about
the Tufts music scene, and the energy
he exudes about Tufts music and the
music culture here is palpable. Silver, a
junior majoring in political science, is
the man running the show — the show
being the three-day music festival known
as JumBonnaroo, which features some
of Tufts’ best bands, DJs, rappers and
solo music acts — which is organized to
play music for Tufts students and support
the American Cancer Society by raising
money and providing exposure for Tufts
Relay for Life (RFL) in April. Since joining
the Executive Board of Tufts RFL his sophomore year, Silver has worked tirelessly
to promote events that foster community engagement with Tufts RFL while also
providing students with opportunities to
hear great live music. JumBonnaroo, his
creation, debuted in spring 2014.
With experience in the music business
and the Tufts music scene, it’s safe to say
that Ben is at home in a musical setting.
Having spent the past summer interning
with Live Nation for the Katy Perry, Lionel
Ritchie and James Taylor tours, working at
the Governor’s Ball with stars like Drake
and The Black Keys and working in sponsorship to help brands and artists promote
their material.
As a main source of music booking
on campus, Ben loves discussing the
vibrant scene that is now growing at
Tufts. “I was really excited the other day
when I got an invitation for an AppleJam
and Midnight at Tufts show — those are
two booking groups on campus — that
were [happening] the same nights as
JumBonnaroo, because that meant that
there was more than one live music
option on a given night.”
Silver is a brother at Sigma Epsilon
Fraternity and special events coordinator
for RFL. “Combining my personal interests of Relay with my personal interests
of wanting to go into the music business and working for festivals, I thought
JumBonnaroo would be the perfect way to
do that.”
In the future, Silver hopes to make the
event appeal to a wider range of students.
Despite being a strong supporter of using
the fraternities for the music festival, he
recognizes the trepidation of some mem-

bers of the Tufts community to engage
in events in a fraternity setting. While
Silver believes that music can be a common ground for students, he also looks to
add special interest housing to the list of
performance spaces for JumBonnaroo in
coming semesters.
Silver has chosen groups to perform
at this semester’s JumBonnaroo, expanding upon the six-band line-up in the fall
semester. “I try to make this [music festival] as eclectic as possible,” he said.
As a preview, the Tufts Daily talked to
three of the groups performing at Sigma
Epsilon Fraternity on Friday night: Blue
Ives, Everest and RollerSnakes.
Blue Ives is a self-described neo-soul,
jazz and R&B music collective who blend
classic soul (think Al Green, Marvin
Gaye) with modern day R&B-pop favorites (Beyoncé, Usher). The band is comprised of Travis Percy on vocals, Aidan
Scrimgeour on keyboard, Erik Broess on
guitar, Gabe Rothman on trombone, Grant
Steinhauer on tenor sax, Andrew Schneer
on trumpet, Gabe Terracciano on bass and
Jackson Fulk-Logon on drums. The group

Terracciano, a fourth-year dual degree
student with Tufts and the New England
Conservatory, spoke to the opportunities
for performing on campus: “There are
certainly venues to play. I feel that there’s
certain amount of influence that bands
take from one another.” Terracciano mentioned the “echoes” that can manifest
between different groups who often share
members, often producing a sense osmotic crossover. Terracciano praised this collaborative atmosphere, and cited his own
musical development as a result of participating in different groups on campus. He
added, however, “Finding a unique voice
in an atmosphere like that can be difficult
at times, and it’s something that takes a lot
of careful examination and a lot of work.”
Broess described this music environment with the same admiration: “It seems
like there’s a lot of respect for any kind of
artistry on campus … There’s a lot of collaboration between groups. There’s also a
lot of support between groups.” As to Blue
Ives’ role on campus, he added, “I think
our vision is that we sort of fill a niche on
campus. I don’t know exactly what that

NIKA KORCHOK / THE TUFTS DAILY

Members of Blue Ives rehearse before their coming performance at the JumBonnaroo festival.
is an eight-man collective that likes to
describe itself more as “musical collaborators” than a band, due to its commitment
to evolution and musical collaboration
rather than strictly following the “band”
trope, which they believe often defines
and limits other groups. Its name takes on
this tradition of collaboration — Blue Ives
is a blend of Blue Ivy (Beyoncé’s daughter)
and Charles Ives, a 19th-century American
composer known for his style of blending dissimilar and dissonant sounds and
genres of music, yet creating harmonious
pieces. Broess said, “I’ve always seen this
group as less of a band and more of a
collaboration … It certainly is a very collaborative process between all of us … It’s
not the members, it’s the music itself.”
Schneer, a senior, stated, “I’d say the
Tufts music scene is very diverse. If
there’s a place that you want to try a new
or different type of band, instrumentation, music, genre, this is the place to do
it. I had never been in a funk band before,
and I started one last semester. I’ve seen
all kinds of things.”

niche is. I find it hard to describe a single
umbrella that we fit under because, the
songs that we’re playing come from different genres, different styles … We look
for an element of each song that makes
it different, like [Beyonce’s] ‘Love On Top’
(2011), that major seventh in the melody
and that tritone in the bass. That’s something that’s like, not necessarily the focal
point of the song, but we’ll hone in on that
and that will kind of be the base for when
we start arranging the song.”
A group with infectious energy, Blue
Ives channels its rambunctious zest into
its music. In a rehearsal that the Daily
attended, the band’s zeal and unique style
gave it a je ne sais quoi that is unmistakable yet intangible.
Andrew Schneer summed up the genius
of JumBonnaroo succinctly: “It brings
music to where the people are.”
Regarding events like JumBonnaroo, as
well as his own experience performing at
Sigma Epsilon Fraternity for Spring Fling
last year, Terracianno said, “You’re seeing
a reemergence of live music as a viable

entertainment tool and as something that
people are really actually interested in,
and that’s very heartening to see.”
Michael Nuzzolo, a senior majoring
in computer engineering and minoring
in music engineering, is the bassist for
RollerSnakes — in addition to doing backup vocals and producing the band’s songs.
Rollersnakes is an indie rock band made
up of Nuzzolo on bass, Dave Igliozzi on
vocals and guitar, Harrison Kim on vocals
and guitar and Eric Broess (the same Eric
Broess of Blue Ives) on drums. Nuzzolo
describes the band as similar to Two Door
Cinema Club. When the Daily sat in on
a rehearsal, it was clear that the band
is similar to early Weezer or the White
Stripes, but also has lower-key, Californiacool elements as well. As someone who
has worked as a producer on the records
and EPs of other Tufts bands like Waldo, as
well as toured with a band before matriculating at Tufts, Nuzzolo has a unique
perspective from being both behind the
scenes and in the spotlight.
“There’s definitely a lot of variety of
genres. And you’ll see shows with bands
with totally different genres playing
together, but it kind of works,” Nuzzolo
said of the music scene at Tufts. “I mean,
I think for the most part the bands are
friends because they’ve played shows
together and everyone knows of each
other … It’s definitely a cool thing to be
a part of.” RollerSnakes played its first
show at JumBonnaroo last semester, and
Nuzzolo notes the importance of the event
to give different groups a chance to perform. “I think Ben does a great job of inviting a lot of bands who are pretty popular
already, while also giving those bands that
aren’t well known yet a shot.”
Grant Steinhauer, a first-year who plays
tenor sax for Blue Ives, stated, “Any event
that hosts live music is phenomenal.
College students are keeping that alive,
attending live music whether on campus
or off campus. But, outside of the college
world, that is definitely a dying thing.
People aren’t going to listen to bands that
aren’t well known. So I love that concept
[of JumBonnaroo].”
Arden Fereshetian, a first-year who
creates electronic music as a DJ under
the moniker “Everest,” is performing at
JumBonnaroo on Friday. Fereshetian
spoke to the Daily about the uniquely
diverse opportunity that JumBonnaroo
allows DJs, giving them a chance to experiment with new music in a high-energy
setting. “I think JumBonnaroo is a chance
for you to showcase a few different styles. I
want to play a lot more underground trap,
and I think I want to open with low-key
mood-setters instead of just going straight
into rap throwbacks or straight-up house
which I usually play,” Fereshetian said.
“That doesn’t mean that the rap throwbacks won’t be there thoug h.”
As of now, JumBonnaroo is still set to
take place as planned on Friday with the
original lineup and venue. Thursday’s concerts, after losing one performer, will now
take place at ATO at 10 p.m. and feature Waldo, Blue Ives and Rollersnakes.
Saturday’s venue has been switched to
Delta Upsilon Fraternity, and after losing multiple performers will feature Yonas
Dinekh, i-NU and Alex Spring.
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Interview

Jukebox The Ghost talks growth while on tour
by Dana Guth
Arts Editor

When Jukebox The Ghost drummer Jesse Kristin answered the Daily’s
phone call last week, he was still groggy from an on-the-road nap.
“I’m like, the nicest dude in the world,”
he swore. “But I have this thing where
I won’t get up for a random number
when we’re in the middle of all this …
band stuff.”
That “band stuff” he’s referring to
is the final leg of their season-long
national tour, which has them rolling
through Boston’s Paradise Rock Club
tonight. The indie pop trio, best known
for quirky dance-floor anthems like
“Schizophrenia” (2010) and “Somebody”
(2012), are fresh off the February release
of their self-titled album.
“This run has been absolutely amazing,” Kristin said. “We’ve been playing
great venues with great bands. Old
friends, new friends. This is the best
tour we’ve ever had, and we’ve toured
a lot over the years.”
In fact, the vibe of their new album,
“Jukebox The Ghost,” is brimming with
superlatives: the best, the most popular and — easily — the most straightforward and poppy. Fans used to the

Alexa Stickler via Flickr

Indie-pop band Jukebox The Ghost is in high spirits about its upcoming tour dates following the release of a self-titled album.
rollicking instrumentals and flittering
falsettos of their previous work might
be surprised at this collection’s admittedly simple formula, but, for Kristin,
the transition was “very deliberate.”

“We’ve always been pop,” he said.
“We still have our whole range of songs
— crazy weird ones, beautiful piano
see JUKEBOX, page 6

Events Box

Looking to make your weekend artsy? Check out these events!
JumBonnaroo: Tufts’ own spring musical festival brings together 12 musical acts,
which will perform on three nights this weekend. Artists to perform are: Waldo, i-nu,
Ayon, Blue Ives, Rollersnakes, MTSA, Everest,
Dusty 9, Market Basket, Nitty Light, Alex
Spring and Yonas Dinkneh. Proceeds from
the event go to support the American Cancer
Society and Tufts Relay for Life. (Thursday at
10 p.m. at Alpha Tao Omega; Friday at 10:30
p.m. at Sigma Phi Epsilon; Saturday at 10:30
p.m. at Delta Upsilon. Tickets for individual
nights are on sale at the Info Booth and at
tuftstickets.com for $6, although Friday night
tickets have sold out. Three-day wristbands,
which were sold exclusively at the Info Booth,
have sold out.)
Tufts Beelzebubs Present: Are You There
God? It’s Me, a Capella: Join the Tufts

Beelzebubs as they sing their hearts out and
reflect on life’s great questions about when
are the appropriate times to wear red pants
(answer: probably never). The Bubs will be
joined onstage by the University of Virginia
(UVA) Virginia Sil’hooettes. (March 6 at 8
p.m. in Goddard Chapel. Tickets are free for
Tufts students, $10 for non-Tufts students.
Tickets can be purchased at the Campus
Center or online at tuftstickets.com.
Theta Chi Presents: Tufts’ Best Dance
Crew: Watch eight of Tufts’ best dance
teams — SOC, Tamasha, Middle Eastern
Dance, PULSE, Tufts Ballroom, Tufts Bhangra
Team, Sarabande and La Salsa — compete
to take home the title of “Tufts’ Best Dance
Crew 2015.” Partnering with the initiative of
the Tufts Chaplaincy, all proceeds from the
show go to Bridge Over Troubled Waters, a

charity that combats youth homelessness in
the greater Boston area. (Friday at 8 p.m. in
Cohen Auditorium. Tickets are $7 each.)
ALAS Culture Show: 12 Corazones:
Join the Association of Latin American
Students at Tufts for their annual Culture
Show. The theme for this year’s show is “12
Corazones,” based on the popular dating
game. The show will feature acts of singing
and dancing. There will be food in SoGo
before the show at 6:30 p.m., first come,
first serve. The after party for the show will
be in Hotung Café from 10 p.m.-2 a.m.
(Saturday at 8 p.m. in Cohen Auditorium.
One free ticket is available with a Tufts student ID, each additional ticket is $2.)
—by Nika Korchok

Artsy Nugget

'Monsters' music video takes viewers through
trippy world of storybook animations
by Anjali Nair

Assistant Arts Editor

Stepping back from the overproduction and bizarre storylines of
many modern music videos, Sarah
McLachlan’s “Monsters” (released Feb.
27) delves into the age-old theme of
facing one’s demons. Set in an illustrated storybook, the video depicts a young

heroine who confronts the monsters
under her bed. The manila pages of
the backdrop and the jumpy, sketched
animation style give the video a vintage
feel, reminiscent of the aging picture
books from which parents might read to
their children.
The heroine finds herself gazing into a
trippy alternate universe when she sticks
her head under the bed, after spying the

Heather via Flickr Creative Commons.

The new music video for Sarah McLachlan’s “Monsters” visually complements the lyrics
of the song.

glowing eyes of a fearsome monster lurking there. In an “Alice In Wonderland”esque tumble, she falls headfirst into this
new world, following the path of a creepy,
smiling star. The visuals that follow are as
bizarre as they are endearing. Fighting a
monster, dancing with a literal star and
watching the vibrant night sky come to
life, the heroine accomplishes endeavors
both fantastical and terrifying. A particularly striking sequence involves the girl
spinning and falling atop a kaleidoscopic
background, which soon opens up as a
portal into a turbulent ocean. This kind
of visually pleasing artistry makes the
video more than a mirror of the song; it is
a work of art on its own.
That said, the old-timey aesthetic perfectly complements the nostalgia of the
lyrics. McLachlan describes childhood
monsters, relating them to current “monsters” — people with malicious intents
— with whom she still deals. She sings,
“Three headed monsters they want your
money / Wanna be in the picture, be your
friend / They fill your pool with alligators / Are they all just jokers or are they
cruel?” While the video’s references to
bedtime monsters are far from subtle,
they stand as an adequate metaphor for
real-life monsters.
With psychedelic visuals, the
“Monsters” video documents the young
heroine’s adventures and creates a poignant narrative. For fans of McLachlan’s
music, this new video should serve as a
crafty counterpart to her music.

House of
SWUGs
Dear SWUG,
I had a little too much fun at Call on Me.
I drank too much, got a little too down and
dirty on the dance floor and got to know
some brothers a little too well. How do I
show my face on campus again?
Bawl on Me
Dear Bawl on Me,
Oh boy. I remember my first Call on Me.
News flash, you’re not the only person on
Tufts’ campus that went a little too hard for
one of the biggest nights of the year. I bet you
could start a support group or a universityrecognized club with the amount of people
who got a little too frisky on Saturday night.
Post a Yik Yak about how ridiculous your
night was, and watch the anonymous comments roll in on your phone. It’s all about that
Yakarma, ya dig?
You’ve got two options when it comes to
reputation control after a BIG night out.
Option 1: You can do major damage
control, Olivia Pope style. Delete all of the
snaps, Facebook pictures and gibberish
tweets from the night. Apologize to the
people who saw you. Send flowers to 123,
with a vague apology note. Wear a hiding
hat for the next two weeks. Call in a favor to
the White House.
Option 2: Own up to your behavior, and
just let Call on Me be. Every Tufts student has
had a night like this, and most of them have
decided to show their faces on campus again.
At least you didn’t get TEMS’ed. Make your
profile picture a candid shot of you looking
great in a leotard, and rack up the likes. Text
all the new numbers in your phone about
how much fun you had with them, even
though you have no idea whose number you
are texting. Tweet about how much fun you
had at a Tufts party, cause that don’t happen
often. Basically, stop being such a skittish
SWUG, and just get on with your life.
Call on SWUG!
XOXO,
SWUG
Dear SWUG,
I accidentally binged watched the entire
third season of “House of Cards”(2013present) and forgot to do any homework.
How do I explain to my professors that I
didn’t write any papers or do any of my
assignments this weekend?
House of C’s
Dear House of C’s,
Well, first off, congrats! I am very proud
of you for committing yourself to such a
worthwhile endeavor. Warning: please do
not speak to me until I finish the last three
episodes … I will pinch you if you ruin this
for me.
In the words of Francis Underwood:
“There’s no better way to overpower a
trickle of doubt than with a flood of naked
truth.” The best thing to do in this situation
is to just be as honest as possible with your
professors, while also being as vague as
possible.
You had a prior commitment on your
calendar for the past year. You tried very
hard to find someone to cover for you, but
you could not find a replacement to help
you out on this. Unfortunately, the assignments came second to the prior commitment and you never back out of an obligation. Your word is your word. You had
great success in the prior commitment
— however, you were unable to complete
any assignments on top of this prior commitment. It was a marathon, not a race,
ya know? You would have stayed up all
night to get it done, since you’ve “always
loathed the necessity of sleep. Like death. It
puts even the most powerful men on their
backs” (Francis Underwood). But it was a
very tough weekend, and you needed to
sleep it off. You sustained an strained eye
injury whilst completing your prior commitment, and you need an even longer
extension than originally planned. Thank
your professors for being so understanding
during such a busy time. Obviously this
will never happen again, until February of
next year, and every Sunday once “Game
of Thrones”(2011 – present) starts back up
again.
XOXO,
SWUG
Nikki Blank is a senior majoring in English.
She can be reached at nicole.blank@tufts.edu
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Top 10 things you should do before you graduate
Graduation is a scary thing. It’s even
scarier for people like me who are a. still
unemployed, b. enjoying college and c.
really, really not ready to become an adult.
Unfortunately, though, it’s a reality that
all of us seniors are going to have to face
in just 72 meager little days. There are
so many things to do at Tufts, and four
years is definitely not enough time to do
all of them. I think starting now, however,
is a fair enough head start that you can
manage a handful of these before the big
day comes. Even if you’re not a senior,
get started on some of the top 10 things
to do before you graduate from Tufts.
1. Paint the cannon
Probably the most notable tradition that
is still left at Tufts, painting the cannon is
something that defines the Tufts experience. Whether it’s with a club or just a
group of friends, buy some paint, get outside and defend that big colorful blob of a
masterpiece that you create ’til the break of
dawn.
2. Eat at Moe’s
Shame on you if you haven’t done this
by your senior year — unless you’re a
vegetarian, a vegan, gluten intolerant, or
have one of the many limiting allergies that
could prevent you from indulging in generally juicy burgers. Moe’s, however, is one of

the staples of Tufts’ late night food, and I
for one will be sorely missing (slash craving)
it when I leave.
3. “Explore” the Tisch stacks
Search for books — or romance —
among the shelves of the library. If books
are really your thing, go to a random aisle
and pick out a topic that you’d never think
to research. If they’re not, then… well…
there are other traditions you could partake
in down there…
4. Take your favorite professor to
lunch
You (hopefully) have that one professor
who you’ve always been dying to talk to
and pick their brain about the subject they
teach. They’re so much smarter than you,
it’s intimidating! But overcome your fears
and bring them to the Tower Cafe (or any
cool food location). Or at least go to their
office hours — you do realize they set aside
that time to talk to you, right?
5. Get #flung at spring fling
Take that as you will, but don’t miss out on
the popular student event just because you
don’t like the artist (or because you have “too
much work” or because you’re too cool, etc.
etc.). Spring fling is an event that unites all
students — in the sun, on the Prez lawn — to
bask in the glory of spring and music and happiness and warm weather FINALLY.

6. Attend a cool student performance
If the symphony orchestra’s not your
thing, try watching something new and
different, like Kiniwe or the Javanese
Gamelan Ensemble. Or see one of the
many dance groups. Or attend a drama
performance. No matter what type of
performance, there are so many talented
people that are always on stage here. And
the best part is that most of these performances are FREE (or very cheap)!
7. Go to a local bar event (assuming
you’re 21)
If you’re a senior, you’re probably 21
(though I know there are always exceptions). So, go to a bar in Davis. There’s
karaoke at the Painted Burro and trivia
night at P.J. Ryan’s in Teele Square (both
on Tuesday nights). Scattershot, an awesome cover band, plays at the Burren on
Thursday nights. There’s so much to do
within walking distance from Tufts, so take
advantage of it while you can!
8. Have your name published in
the Daily
Some people who have made big waves
in the Tufts community (and the world!)
have made their way into Daily articles
through their accomplishments. However,
if you’re still looking to have your name in
the paper, there are other ways (and no, I

don’t mean getting into trouble). Write an
op-ed, take a photo or contribute to one
of the sections (hint: Arts is looking for
reviewers!). We’ll be happy to see them!
9. Go to the Loj
It’s not just for TMC members! The Loj is
a great way to get off campus, bond with
your friends and explore the great outdoors
in New Hampshire. Go hiking, skiing or
whatever kind of outdoor activity you love,
and then come back to the cozy log house
that Tufts students have been cherishing
for years.
10. Watch the sunrise from the
Tisch roof
Camp out on the roof overnight — or
just go super early — to watch the sun rise
over Boston. Doing this will probably make
you very nostalgic and you’ll never want to
leave this beautiful campus, but it will give
you a good view to take with you as you
march (or perhaps stumble) into the adult
world.
Bonus: Barmichael
Sneak your favorite drink into one of
the dining halls to pregame. Alternate title:
Dew-inking?

—by Jessica Mow

Spotlight

Drew Page shows versatility, working with multiple Tufts
performance arts groups
by Jennifer Straitz
Assistant Arts Editor

Stratton McCrady courtesy Drew Page

Senior Drew Page performs as the puppet master for a wolf in the Tufts Drama and Dance
Department’s show “From Orchids to Octopi.” He looks forward to more artistic pursuits
after graduation.

Behind the timpani in Wind Ensemble,
a painted mask in HYPE! mime troupe, a
puppet in “From Orchids to Octopi: An
Evolutionary Love Story” (premiered in
2010) and the drum set in the upcoming
Drama Production “Richard III” (first
performed in 1633), Drew Page’s versatile talent has been anything but hidden during his time at Tufts. The senior,
majoring in psychology and minoring in
English, has managed to do an incredible
amount over the last four years, involved
in “at least one show every semester
except for [his] semester abroad.” With
commencement approaching in less
than three months, he isn’t finished with
his artistic endeavors here quite yet.
In fact, even graduation won’t be able
to stop Page from performing, considering he has the National Arts Festival in
Grahmstown, South Africa to look forward to this upcoming July. He will perform there in the cast of “Richard III”
with the Tufts production. Page told the

Drummer Jesse Kristin has high hopes, stays grounded
JUKEBOX

continued from page 5

ballads and sillier upbeat tracks. But
this is the first time it has felt like it’s
worth our time to curate an ‘official’
pop record. Every song has a chorus.”
This has meant a scale-back in the
prominence of each member’s actual instrument (keyboard, guitar and
drums), both on the record and during
live shows. Kristin sees this as a major
but welcome change of pace.
“With only three people, it’s easy for
each of us to want to play a lot, to fill
in the sound. And sometimes we overplay,” he admitted. “Part of the fun of
the new record is that we’re creating
big music but with more minimal parts
— the simpler, repetitive, poppy-er
side of our sound. In the past, I [as the
drummer] was certainly busy as hell.”
“We haven’t changed, but we had a
vision for it,” he continued.
What has changed is JTG’s radio play
and show turnout. Unlike other bands
that loudly burst onto the scene as soon
as the Internet gets wind of their fun,
immediately accessible sound, Jukebox
The Ghost has enjoyed a much steadier
rise to fame. It’s almost surprising that
they’re not a more mainstream reference — they’ve garnered tons of critical
praise for a style that is at once unique,
theatrical and totally likeable. (Though

Kristen couldn’t think of a single modern influence, others have compared
the band to Fun., Tally Hall and Foster
The People).
Jukebox The Ghost has been slowly
working up a loyal fan base, having
cranked out colorful, amusing videos
and tours for just about every album.
The trio has also been known to perform
some equally danceable covers, including January’s “Walk Like an Egyptian,”
which they recorded with friends and
opening act Secret Someones.
Still, Kristin said he and his band
haven’t learned to expect success to
drop into their laps. When asked where
the decade-old band sees themselves in
another 10 years, he went with a pretty
safe bet:
“I grew up playing in punk bands;
my dream was just to go on tour,” he
said. “Yes, it would be nice if we’re
stupidly rich and famous, but I’d love
to have more records under our belt.
Maybe another four, maybe another
ten.” (His revised answer? “Keep on
keepin’ on.”)
If Jukebox The Ghost continues on
their current trajectory, it’s definitely
in the cards. Kristin said he expects a
full, sold-out concert when they reach
Boston — and by then, he’ll be wide
awake.
“I don’t think anyone can actually

yawn onstage,” he laughed. “There’s just
too much adrenaline. I’ve never seen it.
Like … is that even possible?”
For the ever-smiling, ever-upbeat
Jukebox The Ghost, probably not.

Daily in an email that he is “going to get
to act and also play music onstage during the show” in what has proven to be
“a totally unique experience so far.” Page
is no stranger to unique approaches to
performances — in the fall of his first
year at Tufts, Page performed in “Hamlet
the Hip-Hopera” (opened in 2011), which
enjoyed wide praise, as did “A Year with
Frog and Toad” (first performed in 2002),
a musical he was “fortunate enough to
direct [his] sophomore spring.”
While Page does not currently envision
himself going into the arts as a career, he
knows they will remain a part of his life,
as they have since his childhood.
“I’d always been very involved in
music and theatre growing up,” he said.
“While I’m not looking to go into music
or acting professionally, I really hope to
keep them in my life.”
Can’t make it to South Africa? See
Page perform in “Richard III” on campus from April 14-18, or check out his
performances in a Wind Ensemble concert or a HYPE! production before the
end of the semester.

“Energy just comes naturally to us. If
we’re tired, we wake up on stage. I don’t
believe we’re capable of playing a show
and sitting still,” he said. “It’s just not in
our DNA as a band.”

Alexa Stickler via Flickr

Indie-pop band Jukebox The Ghost is in high spirits about its upcoming tour dates following
the release of a self-titled album.
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Editorial

The news is not #TheNews, reflecting on
#TheDress

Last Thursday, social media blew
up with an image of a simple striped
dress. Group chats, Facebook timelines, Twitter feeds, tumblr blogs,
BuzzFeed and more were littered with
posts about the now infamous dress
that sometimes appeared to be blue
and black and at other times appeared
to be gold and white. In fact, the image
was being viewed nearly everywhere
around the world, with numerous theories being forged as to why people saw
the colors differently. It soon became
such an obsession that BuzzFeed went
so far as to search for the actual dress
in online stores to find out which side
was right.
Although it turned out that the dress
was actually blue and black, and the
controversy was simply due to the lighting in the picture and how it is perceived by each person (no, you aren’t
less intelligent if you see white and gold,
no matter what the blue-black zealots
would have you believe), the amount
of attention #TheDress got was quite
shocking. Not only was the fact that
#TheDress went viral on social media a
phenomenon, but the massive extent to
which #TheDress was covered by major
news sources was equally odd. Sources

such as the BBC and The Huffington
Post, who usually devote their precious
coverage to more pressing issues than
something as trivial as a tricky image,
devoted headline space and pages upon
pages to this garment.
The real stance to be taken on the
whole dress situation is not whether
it was blue and black or gold and
white, but rather why it was given
so much coverage. While it is natural for social media to be involved
with such things, we must ask: Should
major news sources be reporting on
matters that have thus far been confined only to Facebook, Twitter and
BuzzFeed? With the massive amount
of influence that social media has on
us all, it makes sense that when something goes viral it becomes a part of
conversation for the next few days, but
does that make the traditional news
obligated to comment on it?
#TheDress incident is only one of
many that raises questions about the
future and validity of an evolving media
that often makes questionable choices on what they choose to publish.
Just last year, CNN received backlash
after choosing to put Miley Cyrus on
their front page, instead of devoting

that space to coverage of what many
believe to be more critical issues such
as war, famine, poverty or scientific
innovations.
On the other hand, resorting to something that is being discussed heavily on
social media and in conversation also
serves to make news sources seem less
daunting and more accessible to the
general public. “The news” often has
depressing connotations to it, so it can
be a good thing for agencies to choose
to lighten things up once in a while. No
one can deny, #TheDress was certainly a
lighthearted diversion. Increasing the
viewership can lead to a more elevated
social consciousness on what the real
news is. If that means devoting airtime
or page space to an article of clothing
every once in a while, so be it.
All in all, the media industry is undergoing an era of change. The roles of different vessels of news delivery must be
assessed to ensure the public is exposed
to information, and it is important that
BuzzFeed isn’t the only thing in our
news feed. We need to recognize the line
between engaging with social media
and losing the mandate of traditional
media — reporting the news, no matter
how hard it may be to swallow.
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SNL ISIS skit crosses a line
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This past weekend, Saturday Night
Live featured a skit that mocked ISIS.
The skit featured actress Dakota
Johnson and comedian Taran Killam. It
was based on a recently released Toyota
Camry commercial showing a father
dropping his daughter off at the airport
so she could join the United States Army.
However, in the SNL skit, the father
dropped his daughter off at the airport
so she could join ISIS.
Using comedy to undermine ISIS may
seem like a good idea. However, this skit
undermines the loss recently suffered by
ISIS hostages and their families.
Many people, including comedians,
may think it is a good idea to use comedy to make the terrorist group appear
to have less of an influence than they
intend. Making fun of ISIS may send the
message that we are not intimidated by
them. It makes ISIS appear powerless.

The Tufts Daily is a nonprofit, independent newspaper, published Monday through Friday during the academic year, and distributed free to the Tufts community. EDITORIAL POLICY Editorials represent the position
of The Tufts Daily. Individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of The Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and graphics
does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Tufts Daily editorial board.

However, by releasing this skit, NBC
may have put its employees at risk.
ISIS supporters threatened to kill
Twitter Co-Founder Jack Dorsey, along
with other Twitter employees, after the
social media site continuously blocked
accounts that displayed pro-ISIS content.
ISIS supporters were motivated
enough to threaten a large social media
outlet, so they may be just as likely to
threaten NBC. It seems NBC did not take
its employees’ safety into account.
In addition to putting its employees’
safety at risk, NBC showed insensitivity
toward parents whose children have
actually joined ISIS. Most parents dedicate their life to raising children to be
good adults.
It must be especially heartbreaking
to parents whose children run away to
join a terrorist group. They go through
a lot of pain while processing their loss
and dealing with guilt. SNL’s ISIS skit
portrays those parents as intentionally
raising children to be terrorists.

In addition to offending parents
whose children have joined ISIS, this
skit also undermines the pain of those
whose loved one have been captured,
tortured and killed by the terrorist group.
This skit shows NBC’s lack of respect
for the families who have lost loved ones
to ISIS killings.
People all around the world are waiting in anticipation for news of whether or not their loved one has been
released by ISIS. Some are begging the
terrorist group to let their hostage go.
Our government is working tirelessly
to find a strategy to help find these
hostages.
It doesn’t exactly sit well to know
people are laughing at a skit that mocks
a group that is gruesomely capturing
and killing so many people.
While we need to find ways to undermine ISIS and show them that we are not
intimidated, this SNL skit is not the way
to do it. This skit was made in poor taste
and with lack of respect for the victims.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Letters must be submitted by 2 p.m. and
should be handed into the Daily office or sent to letters@tuftsdaily.com.
All letters must be word processed and include the writer’s name and
telephone number. There is a 450-word limit and letters must be verified.
The editors reserve the right to edit letters for clarity, space and length.

ADVERTISING POLICY All advertising copy
is subject to the approval of the Editorin-Chief, Executive Board and Executive
Business Director. A publication schedule
and rate card are available upon request.
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Questioning our 'Birthright'

by Julia Wedgle and Chase Carter
We write this op-ed as Jewish Tufts
students who went on Taglit-Birthright
Israel. In sharing some of our experiences, we hope other students may
begin to question Birthright. Birthright
exposed us to the facts on the ground
in Israel/Palestine and forced us to
confront and reject the Zionist ideologies we grew up with. It showed us
that Israel is doing the exact opposite
of what our Jewish values teach us.
Birthright led us to stand in solidarity
with Palestine.
Julia’s Experience (Summer 2012):
“Tzedek, Tzedek, Tirdof: Justice
Justice, you shall pursue” were the
words I was taught to live by growing
up as a Jewish-American. I was also
taught I had a “Birthright” to Israel
— that I should connect to, travel to
and even live there, simply because I
am Jewish. My Birthright trip and the
two months I spent in Israel/Palestine
afterward transformed me into the
anti-Zionist Jewish woman I am today.
Somehow I saw through Birthright’s
propaganda and learned to apply my
Jewish values to all people, especially
those oppressed in my name. If I had
not gone on Birthright, I do not know
if I would be in Students for Justice
in Palestine (SJP) and Jewish Voice for
Peace ( JVP). Knowing all that I do now,
however, I would never have made the
decision to participate in Birthright in
the first place.
During my Birthright trip, we stayed
in a settlement. When I asked about it,
I was told that it was not a settlement,
because under Israeli law, the settlement was legal and the word “settlement” implies illegality. In reality, any
settlement in the West Bank is illegal under international law. To get to
Jerusalem from the illegal settlement,
we had to pass through a checkpoint.
We were told it was a tollbooth. When I
asked why we did not pay the toll, I was
told we had an E-ZPass. We did in fact
have an E-ZPass, but not like the one
we have on cars in Boston. Instead, it
was our Jewish privilege, embodied by
the Taglit-Birthright Israel sign on the
front of our bus. As Jewish tourists, we
passed right through the checkpoint,
while Palestinians attempting to cross

Op-Ed

by Zach Shapiro
Op-Ed Contributor

It has only been a hobby for a few
years, but I can’t stop following soccer.
It makes for a lot of fun when it overlaps with Middle East politics.
It seems they have found a strange
intersection in Qatar. Otherwise known
as the beautiful game, soccer now plays
a key role in the new Qatari grand
strategy. This small, wealthy Gulf Arab
nation is best characterized by the
analogy of a neglected child. Feeling
he does not get enough attention, the
child screams, lashes out, cries and
acts out in a desperate effort to return
to the spotlight.
Extremely pragmatically, Qatar’s
government has elected to use their
most abundant asset — cold, hard cash
— as a mechanism for the achievement
of their strategic goals, as part of a diplomatic offensive of sorts.
The new Qatari foreign policy can
be divided into three major pillars,
the first of which is funneling money
to radicals throughout the Middle
East and North Africa. Not long ago,
Foreign Policy reported that Qatar had
been funneling lump sums of money
to more extreme elements of the Free
Syrian Army as well as select Islamist
groups in Libya.
Qatar has provided even more finan-

it to get to work or to the hospital were
stuck in multiple-hour-long queues. In
five years, 67 Palestinian babies were
born at checkpoints. 36 of them died.
That doesn’t happen at tollbooths.
The only experience we had with
Palestinians on my Birthright trip was
visiting the fake Bedouin tent in the
Negev. We sat under the stars, ate on the
floor and rode camels. These Bedouin
tents are an exploitative part of the
Israeli tourism industry, attempting to
create a utopian view of Bedouin life in
Israel. When I extended my trip, I visited an actual Bedouin village, unrecognized under Israeli law. This means
Bedouin in these villages cannot get
permits to fix their rundown homes,
and the whole village could be demolished at the drop of a hat by the Israeli
government. Most Bedouin, including
the laborers at the fake Bedouin tents,
live in unrecognized villages.
The mission of Birthright is to “create solidarity with Israel” through a
free 10-day trip. Instead, Birthright
made me into a Palestinian solidarity activist. I saw a small sample of
the violence enacted by Israel in my
name as a Jew, and I knew I could
not stand idly by any longer. I had
to extend the pursuit of justice that
Judaism taught me to the Palestinian
people. Occupation and apartheid are
not my Jewish values. When I stand in
solidarity with Palestinians, I am doing
exactly what Judaism teaches me to
do — to seek justice and stand with the
oppressed.
Chase’s Experience ( Winter 2014):
Going on Birthright always seemed
like it was a given — why wouldn’t I
take a free trip to Israel, a land that is
supposed to mean so much to me as a
Jew? The last few years, and particularly this summer during Operation
Protective Edge, I began to question
the relationship between my Jewish
identity and Israel. I found that Israel’s
behavior — its military occupation
of Palestine and discriminatory laws
against minorities — was in opposition to my Jewish and human values. I learned more about Birthright’s
funding: Sheldon Adelson, a strong
financial supporter of Republican
ultra-conservatives, is also the largest
single benefactor of Taglit-Birthright

Israel. I became skeptical, and even
opposed to the whole premise — that
as a Jew I have a right to visit Israel/
Palestine, while Palestinians are not
only denied the same opportunity, but
also have restrictions on their travel to
and within Israel/Palestine. Knowing
I was not the only one with reservations, I found numerous testimonials
about the trip, including those offered
in “Birthright? A Primer.” In spite of my
serious doubts, I felt that in order to
have a more fully informed opinion, I
needed to “see it for myself.” My decision, however, came with one condition: I would extend my stay and travel
in the occupied West Bank.
My childhood friends who had gone
on Birthright all returned no more educated about the issues, but certainly
more fervent in their support for Israel.
My experience was different. I expected
to feel alienated by the organizers, but
instead they expressed support and
appreciation for my contrasting opinions. Additionally, we went to a peace
center to talk to an Israeli anti-war
activist, Lydia, and a Palestinian lawyer
living in Israel, Amir. There, we learned
in-depth about how Lydia’s experiences of anti-Semitism as a child in Wales
led her to fight racism and injustice in
Israel/Palestine, and about Amir’s life
as an oppressed minority in Israel. This
all-expenses-paid trip, however, was
not without serious problems.
While our conversation with Amir
at the peace center was very educational, our organizers seemed to not
give him the credibility he deserved.
They recognized not believing his
claims about discriminatory Israeli
laws as much as if he were an Israeli
Jew. After looking up the laws in
question, I found that his statements
were entirely true. Later, in Sderot, a
city about a half-mile from Gaza, we
were taken to a bunker that doubled
as a children’s playground. We were
shown an incredibly disturbing video
that attempted to demonstrate, using
graphic imagery and incendiary text,
what life is like in a city vulnerable to
homemade rocket attacks from Gaza.
Instead, it expressed numerous antiArab sentiments, completely removing any context from the attacks. This
video was never discussed after its
presentation.

Perhaps the most absurd part of the
tour was the Mega Event. I was caught
completely off-guard by the spectacle
of it all. Walking in felt like entering
a beaming, boisterous rave — be it
one that was highly organized, with
metal detectors and security at every
turn. Large plumes of theatrical fog
ushered in Prime Minister Netanyahu,
who had just arrived from France after
the Charlie Hebdo and Kosher market
attacks. Netanyahu pressed that it was
not safe for Jews to live anywhere outside of Israel, hammering in to “Make
Aliyah! Make Aliyah!” While I felt this
attitude completely delegitimized my
Jewish experience in the diaspora,
most of the other 3,000 Birthright participants applauded his statements. I
suppose it is not surprising that I was
the only one to boo him.
Even in the best-case scenario,
Taglit-Birthright Israel is a fundamentally problematic program attempting
to conflate Judaism and Zionism. It
would be hypocritical for us to tell you
not to go on Birthright, but we urge you
to think long and hard about it. Before
making any decision, you must understand that engaging with Birthright is
an inherently political choice. Please
recognize the pain Palestinian students
on this campus feel when they see a
Birthright advertisement. Remember
that Palestinians cannot return to their
homes, but that you, as a Jew, have
a constructed “right” to go to that
same land. Birthright is only possible
because of Israel’s violence toward the
Palestinian people.
Just as your support for or critique of
Israel is not related to your Jewishness,
going on Birthright is not an essential
Jewish rite of passage. Our Jewish values
are what lead us to SJP and JVP. If you go
on Birthright, we hope that you will have
a transformative experience and learn to
honor your Jewish values and the legacy
of your ancestors by standing against
oppression enacted in your name.
Julia Wedgle is a senior studying peace and
justice studies and community health. She
can be reached at julia.wedgle@tufts.edu.
Chase Carter is a senior at the School of the
Museum of Fine Arts and Tufts University
concentrating in socially-engaged artwork.
He can be reached at chase.carter@tufts.edu.

Qatar’s got a brand new bag
cial support to the Gaza-based Hamas
terror organization. According to The
Times of Israel, “Since Hamas assumed
control in Gaza in 2007, Qatar has
poured hundreds of millions of dollars
into the territory and backed Hamas
diplomatically, sheltering its exiled
leader Khaled Mashaal.”
In addition to subsidizing violence,
it has poured money into surreal development projects like the construction
of a utopian port city called Lusail.
Why Qatar is embarking on this project
now is the $45 billion dollar question.
The answer to this rather expensive
conundrum is none other than soccer.
The construction of Lusail has proven
an integral part of Qatar’s bid to host
the 2022 World Cup.
What is even more incredible than
Qatar’s lofty aims is that the plan
worked. Well, at least for now. The
argument that the World Cup preparations have suffered from setbacks is an
understatement, to say the least.
As reflected in a recent Business
Insider piece, “The International Trade
Union Confederation estimates that
4,000 workers will die in Qatar by
2022.” At least the weather will be
suitable: “Qatar originally promised to
stage the tournament in summer using
space-age cooling systems, but four
years later it’s unclear if those cooling
systems are even possible, and every-

one agrees that playing and watching
soccer in 120-degree heat is unsafe.”
Not to mention the fact that the
entire project is behind schedule.
In the wake of the laughable 2014
Sochi Olympics and its spray-painted
grass and unfinished hotel rooms, it’s
safe to say that we still live in an age
where major sporting events are strongly linked to authoritarian politics.
I would not be so alarmed by this
phenomenon if Qatar weren’t so close
to achieving their strategic goals. After
all, money speaks loudly and clearly.
The United States should undertake
a diplomatic counteroffensive in confronting Qatar’s unconventional rise.
On a practical level, if Qatar is allowed
to host the World Cup, it will set a dangerous precedent. Other countries will
undoubtedly follow in the minuscule
Gulf Arab nation’s footsteps, wiring
cash to terror groups around the region
— and the globe.
As Syria burns and Iraq is embattled, further external funding being
pumped into conflicts is far from the
ideal with respect to American interests. Biggie Smalls was right that more
money means more problems. Influxes
of cash, and therefore weapons and
influence, make crises harder to control and manage and exceedingly likelier to spiral even further out of any
control, American or otherwise.

Economically speaking, a Qatari
World Cup will be disastrous. The socalled White Elephant Effect argues
that World Cups and Olympics create
a devastating economic bubble for
local markets for decades. It has proven true in Brazil, Sochi and Beijing.
Why would Qatar be an exception to
this alarming trend?
From a human rights perspective,
stripping Qatar of the 2022 World Cup
would be a strong message to the
authoritarian traditions on which the
Qatari regime is grounded. It would be
a prime opportunity to publicly discourage authoritarianism.
Seeing that Qatar is rational, we
will need to alter the cost-benefit calculations in the eyes of the Qataris.
Whether this manifests itself in sanctions or in another form is worthy of
serious discussion.
American success would give
Qatar’s Regime a clear suggestion:
Abort the Money Doctrine and try
something else.
Ultimately, I’m not optimistic. FIFA’s
corruption is both blatant and deeply rooted, perhaps even pathological.
History has shown that sanctions of
authoritarian regimes can only go so far.
Here’s hoping the first winter World
Cup is not totally disastrous, that
Qatar’s Money Doctrine finally grinds
to a halt.

Op-ed Policy The Op-Ed section of The Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. The Daily welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community; the opinions
expressed in the Op-Ed section do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Daily itself. Opinion articles on campus, national and international issues should be 600 to 1,200 words in length. Op-Ed cartoons are also welcomed for
the Campus Canvas feature. All material is subject to editorial discretion and is not guaranteed to appear in the Daily. All material should be submitted to oped@tuftsdaily.com no later than noon on the day prior to the desired day of
publication; authors must submit their telephone numbers and day-of availability for editing questions. Submissions may not be published elsewhere prior to their appearance in the Daily, including but not limited to other on- and
off-campus newspapers, magazines, blogs and online news websites, as well as Facebook. Republishing of the same piece in a different source is permissible as long as the Daily is credited with originally running the article.
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'Into the home and into the mind,' structural
violence in occupation

by Dylan Saba and Lauren Samuel

“It is obvious here that the agents
of government speak the language of
pure force. The intermediary does not
lighten the oppression, nor seek to hide
the domination; he shows them up and
puts them into practice with the clear
conscience of an upholder of peace; yet
he is the bringer of violence into the
home and into the mind of the native.”
– Frantz Fanon
Violence, in many ways, defines the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 1948. 1967.
2000-2005. Winter 2008/2009. Fall 2012.
Summer 2014. These bloody episodes
form a historical backbone upon which
varying narratives and theoretical
frameworks are built. Each war, assault
and “flare-up” is analyzed intensely with
critiques, allegations and justifications
flying in every direction. These discussions are helpful: The history of physical violence, cease-fires, assassinations,
bombings, invasions, etc., informs our
understanding of what is happening in Israel/Palestine in constructive
ways. The use of physical violence has
been massively asymmetrical throughout the conflict, with Israel holding
a near monopoly on military power.
Put bluntly, the Israeli government has
killed and injured far more Palestinians
than Palestinians have Israelis, and
with far more dangerous and destructive weaponry. For example, according
to the United Nations Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
(OCHA) in the assault of this summer,
in which Israeli military strikes killed
about 2,200 Palestinians, 70 percent of
those killed were civilians. Palestinian
militants killed 71 Israelis, 7 percent of
whom were civilians.
This is unsurprising, given that the
infliction of disproportionate force has
been a part of Israeli military doctrine
since before the creation of the state (this
doctrine of “retaliation in force” is sometimes referred to as Ben-Gurionism).
The doctrine, a form of state terrorism
meant to violently coerce, is omnipresent in Israeli tactics. Palestinian children
are arrested and sometimes tortured on
suspicion for throwing rocks. The homes
of Palestinians are arbitrarily demolished. Palestinians are shot dead for
coming too close to the illegal Apartheid
wall that divides land, communities and
families. This past summer, the Gaza
Ministry of Interior stated that Israel
dropped 20,000 tons of explosives (the
equivalent of 6 nuclear bombs) on Gaza,
a tiny coastal enclave that happens to be
one of the most densely populated areas
in the world. The legacy of David BenGurion is alive and well in the holy land.
By focusing on the nature, effects and
sources of physical violence exclusively,

however, we fail to understand the full
scope of violence in the conflict. While
death and physical harm are the most
pronounced illustrations of violence,
the most conspicuous is not necessarily the most dangerous. Far beyond
the asymmetry of physical violence, as
discussed above, is the concealed horror of occupation that seeps into every
aspect of quotidian life, “Into the home
and into the mind of the native.” The
power imbalance of a tank to a rock (or
an F16 to a homemade rocket) pales in
comparison to that of the occupier and
the occupied.
Kit R. Christensen, in “Nonviolence
Peace and Justice: A Philosophical
Introduction” (2009), defines structural violence as the victimization and
increased vulnerability of a particular
group of people “within a stratified,
or hierarchically structured, society.”
In other words, structural violence is
the institutionalized assault on a group
of people, an oppression enacted
and enforced through laws and policies. Examples of structural violence
are abundant within our own country.
Michelle Alexander, Ta-Nehisi Coates,
Greg Howard and others have detailed
the various manifestations of structural
violence against black communities in
the United States, ranging from policies
of mass incarceration, racist drug laws,
housing policies and failures of the
judicial system to demand accountability for police brutality, to name a few.
Thus, it should be unsurprising that
this summer we saw such strong solidarity between black folk in Ferguson
and Palestinians in Gaza. In the same
manner that legal institutions facilitate mass incarceration and police
brutality with impunity, Israeli policies facilitate mass incarceration in
the West Bank (roughly 33 percent of
black men in America will be incarcerated in their lifetime, as will 40 percent
of Palestinian men in the West Bank).
Many of those arrested in the West
Bank are children taken from their
homes in the middle of the night, often
interrogated and tortured on suspicion
of throwing rocks.
Mass incarceration is just the tip of
the iceberg of the structural violence
inflicted on the Palestinians. Israel
restricts movement through a series
of checkpoints and segregated roads
unrivaled by the peak of the Jim Crow
South or Apartheid South Africa. In
just five years, 67 Palestinian mothers
were forced to give birth at checkpoints, resulting in the death of 36
babies. Furthermore, thousands upon
thousands of Palestinian homes are
demolished in East Jerusalem and the
West Bank on the grounds that residents failed to acquire a building permit, 99 percent of which are rejected
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according to some sources. In Gaza,
Israel limits resources necessary for
life and development from entering
the Strip’s well-policed borders. This
oppressive military domination has
resulted in an alarmingly deteriorating human rights situation, with UN
experts now saying Gaza will become
uninhabitable in the next five years.
When SJP speaks of apartheid, this is
what we are talking about.
One of structural violence’s greatest
problems is its invisibility. To be clear,
for the Palestinian people, this violence
is unmistakable and endured each
day. But structural violence, particularly Israel’s exertion of such violence,
is obscured in western media. Physical
violence is often portrayed as occurring
in a vacuum, as if the backdrop of structural violence plays no causal role in the
engagement of hostilities. A narrative of
two violently hateful enemies serves a
useful purpose in the perpetuation of
racial essentialisms and the preservation of the status quo. However, we
know this structural violence to be very
real and very dangerous.
The truth is, while we did write this
article to elucidate the vast inequality in
the use of violence in the conflict, such
rhetoric is irrelevant if it doesn’t translate back to us. This Israel Apartheid
Week, we implore you to consider the
issue of Israel and Palestine with a comprehensive understanding of violence.
If you find yourself saying something
along the lines of, “I reject the use
of violence on both sides,” consider
that while physical violence may exist
in a reactionary (albeit asymmetrical)
exchange of blows, structural violence
is a one directional force that travels
from the oppressor to the oppressed.
What we don’t talk about is just
as important as what we do. To discuss acts of Palestinian violence in
isolation is to discredit and ignore the
structural violence and psychological
trauma that Israel is facilitating every
second of every day. This IAW, consider
what Israeli Apartheid means, begin
to check your conversations and ask
yourself why you would rather prioritize isolated incidents of violence
and the politics of resistance at the
expense of the legitimate reasons why
and against what Palestinians need to
resist in the first place. Too often, when
we mention a rock, we ignore a checkpoint, and when we discuss a rocket,
we forget apartheid.
Dylan Saba is a senior majoring in international relations. He can be reached at
Dylan.Saba@tufts.edu. Lauren Samuel is
a sophomore who has yet to declare a
major. She can be reached at Lauren.
Samuel@tufts.edu

The Tufts Daily wants to hear from you!
Submit an op-ed to opinion@tuftsdaily.com.

Pooja Sivaraman and Rebecca Solomon |
New York Style Delhi

Yakarma

D

ear Reader, I have come to you
before about confessions regarding CVS addictions, crazy grandmothers and ill-functioning
snow boots. However, today I am here to
say that my name is Pooja Sivaraman and
I am a Yik Yak addict. It began only a few
weeks ago with Rebecca telling me about
how it is the only social media app she
uses — the fact that it beat Snapchat on
her list of priorities got me intrigued. The
first Yak I posted got 161 upvotes and was
number one on the Hot list … the next
faced similar demographics. There was
a certain high that came with the knowledge that 161 people find you funny, even
if it is just one line. Even if it is anonymous. It got to the point where I took
downvotes to heart and upvotes to ego.
My most recent Yak was, “That moment
when you submit the wrong cover letter
for an internship application and just
sit there blankly imagining your future
working for a croc factory.” While the
possibility of my unemployment is very
real, the prospect of being on the Hot list
(which it was) was enough to muffle the
pain. The power of anonymity and fame
are enough to drive my Yakarma to points
of desperation. If anyone has any advice,
please save me from yakking.
Dear NYSD, Black magic or eternal life?
Pooja: In my opinion, black magic.
Firstly because Harry Potter taught us
that black magic is way more morally
acceptable than pursuing eternal life,
and also because “Tuck Everlasting”
(1975) taught me that I don’t want to be
a rock stuck at the side of the stream as
life passes me by. On that note, “Tuck
Everlasting” was probably one of the
best books and movies of our adolescent time and we should hold on to it
forever (irony).
Dear NYSD, Are you really my friends?
Rebecca: The downside of anonymous Google docs is that they’re anonymous. While I cannot say with certainty
if the person who asked this question
runs in our social circle, I can tell you
that Pooja is my only friend, or at least
it seems that way to anyone who meets
us. It is starting to get embarrassing. People ask, “What did you do last
night?“ Or, “How did you spend winter
break?” And my answer to these questions is always, “With Pooja.” So to the
person who asked, “Are you really my
friends?” — if we aren’t, I am in desperate need of friends who are not Pooja,
so hit me up!
Dear NYSD, What do you think the
chances are that Riff Raff comes for
Spring Fling?
Rebecca: I have really strong feelings
about Riff Raff, not quite as strong as
my feelings for Cher but strong nonetheless. I think he’s a very entertaining
individual. Not only are his songs are
catchy, but his Twitter war with Sam
Smith is internet gold (he thinks Sam
Smith is a “chubby, little f*ck factory”).
I think Riff Raff would be a fantastic Spring Fling performer. However,
in light of recent weather conditions,
I am worried about the viability of
Spring Fling. Let’s hope that global
warming speeds up a little and melts
some of this snow, otherwise I volunteer my basement as the new Spring
Fling venue — you can text me for the
address.
That’s all we’ve got for this week,
keep submitting to our Google Doc.
Until then, keep reading Yik Yak for
Pooja’s updates. Clearly, no one has
explained to her that part of the whole
anonymous thing is that you didn’t
print your Yaks in the Daily.

Pooja Sivaraman is a junior majoring in
economics. She can be reached at pooja.
sivaraman@tufts.edu. Rebecca Solomon is
a junior majoring in economics. She can
be reached at rebecca.solomon@tufts.edu.
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Crossword
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 *Onetime owner
of Waldenbooks
6 TiVo predecessor
9 With 74-Across,
what each of the
answers to
starred clues is
14 Ancient Asia
Minor region
15 Mobile setting:
Abbr.
16 __ trot
17 Ocean tracker
18 Listen
20 __ Balls: snacks
21 Hoedown honey
23 1841 French
ballet heroine
24 Minn. winter hrs.
25 Gets into a seat
27 Compete for the
America’s Cup
28 “Gotcha”
29 *Seller of Geoffrey
Bandages
31 Tic __ mints
32 Speck
34 Ryder Cup chant
35 “Lux” composer
36 Austere
38 Halloween
reactions
40 Spare pieces?
43 *Craftsman
company
47 First name in
shipping
50 Chalk holder
54 Price number
55 “Well, lah-di-__!”
56 ESPN Deportes
language
58 Many a Persian
59 Stringed
instrument
61 Big headache
62 “Who Gets the
Last Laugh?”
network
63 Running things
65 Excessively
66 Common flight
path
67 Tom Jones’ last
Top 10 hit
69 Birth-related
71 Let up
72 Up to, in store signs
73 Romantic text
74 With 9-Across,
what the answers
to starred clues
form

Comics

Thursday, March 5, 2015
by Vincent Carbone and Ty Enos

3/5/15

By C.C. Burnikel

W ednesday’s Puzzle
Solved
wednesday’s
Solution

75 It may have a
patch
76 Discharge, as
from the RAF
DOWN
1 They catch
busses at
stadiums
2 NASA launch
3 Provide critical
comments on
4 Fjord relative
5 *Bullseye logo
company
6 Depressed
areas
7 Progressive Field
team, on
scoreboards
8 Sounded right
9 Cartoonist
Addams
10 Fine-tunes
11 Took courses at
midnight?
12 Salad bar option
13 SensoTouch 3D
shaver,e.g.
19 Neglect
22 Baseball’s
Moises
26 Rebel org.
30 *Bergdorf
competitor

Married to the Sea 							

© 2015 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

33 Slip
37 “Way to go!”
39 “Captain Phillips”
setting
41 Orchard unit
42 Take apart
44 Fats Waller
contemporary
45 Border river,to
Mexicans
46 *Costco rival
47 Counsels
48 Shower covering

3/5/15

49 “Fingers
crossed”
51 Campus aides,
for short
52 Trendy
53 Golf Galaxy buy
57 Ex-Soviet leader
Brezhnev
60 Sore sort, maybe
64 Get one’s feet
wet
68 Tinkering letters
70 Pub pint

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

www.marriedtothesea.com

by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

©2015 Tribune Content Agency, LLC
All Rights Reserved.

TEYLS
UUEQIN

KEERAB

Yesterday’s

SUDOKU

Check out the new, free JUST JUMBLE app

SNUTT

Level: Knowing your superheroes: Wonder Woman loses her powers when she is tied up by a man.

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

(Answers tomorrow)
Jumbles: NINTH
RAINY
SAVORY
UNTRUE
Answer: When it came to Thomas Edison’s innovations,
the museum had an impressive — INVENT-ORY

Late Night at the Daily

Wednesday’s Solution

David: “I feel like I’ve played with harder balls.”

Please recycle this Daily.
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Wanted
$$SPERM DONORS WANTED$$
Earn up to $1,500/month for less
than 5 hours’ time.
Help families through California
Cryobank’s donor program.
Apply online: SPERMBANK.com

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order or exact cash only.
All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $20 per week or $4 per day with Tufts ID or $30
per week or $8 per day without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except
the cost of the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity,
are of an overly sexual nature or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Jumbos look for another upset this weekend

Steven Hefter | The Association

Down the
stretch
they come

ICE HOCKEY

continued from back

his last five opponents.
“At this point, all the goalies are
top goalies. We’re not going to change
anything about our game facing the
Amherst goalie,” junior defenseman
Dom Granato told the Daily in an
email. “We just have to crash the net
and get traffic in front of the goalie. That’s how Stewart Bell and Tyler
Voigt created the game-winning goal
against Trinity.”
Amherst has faced and defeated Tufts twice this season with the
more recent contest ending in a 3-1
Amherst victory on Valentine’s Day.
One major difference between this
weekend’s matchup and the Feb. 14
game will be Tufts’ goalie. First-year
Ryan McConnell started in net last
month, but this weekend sophomore
Mason Pulde, who stifled the potent
Trinity offense on Saturday, will be
protecting the twine against Amherst.
Pulde’s performance last weekend
will be remembered for a long time
among NESCAC hockey fans. He had
42 saves, including 25 in the final period, and held a team that averaged 4.24
goals per game during the season to
just a single second period score. His
play earned him the honor of NESCAC
Player of the Week. On Saturday, Pulde
will be facing the third highest scoring
offense in the conference (3.44 goals
per game).
In addition to their high-scoring attack, the Lord Jeffs also have
allowed the second fewest goals per
game (2.04) and have the NESCAC’s
top penalty kill unit (85.3 percent). As
was the case last week, Tufts is facing
an opponent that is nearly perfect
on paper, but if the team could beat
top-seeded Trinity, there is no reason
to believe that Tufts cannot compete
with Amherst this weekend.
If Tufts continues its Cinderella
run past this weekend, it will go on
to face the winner of the Williams-

T

Caroline Geiling / The Tufts Daily

The men’s ice hockey team loses to Wesleyan University by a score of 1-3 on Jan. 25, 2014.
Tufts will face Amherst in the NESCAC semifinals.
Conn. College matchup. Tufts has
never won a NESCAC hockey championship, let alone a semifinal game,
so this weekend’s game will be a huge
step in the right direction for this
budding program.
“The most crucial factor is for
our team to play just as we did this
past Saturday. We came together and
played as a team, everyone stepped
up and everyone contributed. We all

played a great game, but I think we
can be even better,” junior forward
Keith Campbell told the Daily in an
email. “There were times where we
weren’t playing 100 percent, and I
think if we improve on that and put
together a full 60 minutes, we are
going to be tough to beat. We need to
stay confident, but humble, knowing
that any team can beat any other team
on any given night.”

he All-Star break has come and gone,
and now teams have turned their
focus to jostling for playoff position
with approximately twenty games
left in the regular season. As much as they
would probably deny this, there a select
few players who have their eyes on the
most prestigious individual regular season award the NBA has to offer: the MVP
award. In my opinion, four players have an
inside track with one player still sitting on
the outside looking in.
The first player is Houston Rockets
guard James Harden. Harden leads the
league in points per game this season at 27.1
and is shooting 44.7 percent from the field,
including 38.1 percent from three point land.
The Rockets sit at 41-19 and in third place in
the ultra-competitive Western Conference
and have played for long stretches without All-Star center Dwight Howard. Harden
leads the team in points, assists and steals.
My point is that Harden has elevated his
game to an MVP caliber this season, and it is
amazing that the Rockets are clicking as well
as they are without Howard.
The second player is probably the popular pick to win the award. Stephen Curry
is averaging 23.9 points per game this
season and leads a Warriors team that has
simply been the cream of the crop in the
entire league. He is shooting 41.2 percent
from downtown this year and makes 55
percent of his twos. He leads the league
with 2.12 steals per game, and perhaps
the most impressive statistic is his player
efficiency rating (PER) of 28.10. The PER
is a metric created by ESPN analyst John
Hollinger to try to encompass a player’s
worth and accomplishments on the court
in one number. The league average is set
every year at 15.0, and Curry is obviously
not an average player.
The third player is someone who has
already won four MVP awards. Yes, even
though some people may think that
LeBron James should step aside from winning, he shushes you while taking the
air out of your arena. The Cavaliers’ star
is averaging 26.2 points per game and,
despite missing some time with injuries,
has the Cavs back on track to be a serious
contender in the East. He is shooting at
around the same clip as his career percentage of 49.6 percent and is averaging
0.3 more assists per game this season in
his career. This season he is playing with
most of his teammates for the first time,
and the fact that his productivity has not
dipped is truly masterful.
The fourth player I have to mention
is Harden’s old teammate in Oklahoma
City — and it’s not Kevin Durant. Batman
has been battling a foot injury for most
of the season, and Robin, in the form
of Russell Westbrook, has emerged as a
serious MVP candidate and a dangerous
matchup in the first-round. Westbrook
is averaging 26.5 points, 8.1 assists and
6.8 rebounds per game while maintaining a PER of 29.43. The Thunder can lay
claim to a 33-27 record and eighth place
in the West solely because of Westbrook,
who maybe just needed the departure
of Reggie Jackson and a Durant injury to
showcase just how amazing he is.
Anthony Davis also deserves to be in
this conversation, and I predict that he
will be ingrained in the MVP debate in the
years to come. He can play his way into
this elite tier if the Pelicans continue to
win and maybe make the playoffs, but
similar to Kevin Love, who put up incredible numbers on a non-playoff team, Davis
sits on the outside.

Steven Hefter is a junior majoring in
economics. He can be reached at Steven.
Hefter@tufts.edu.
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Delta upsilon

DU tournament fundraises in
honor of Kevin Galasso
by Alison Kuah
Sports Editor

When sophomore pitcher
Kevin Galasso of the Tufts
baseball team went for surgery for his lymph nodes last
fall, he did not expect to be
away from school and from
his friends four months later.
“I was going about everyday
stuff, going for class, going
for workouts, [when] I found
out that it was Hodgkin’s
Lymphoma,” Galasso said. “I
was kind of bummed out. I
wasn’t able to be at school,
I was worried about getting
my classes done, still trying to
get credits, but the worse part
really was being stuck at home
these past four months.”
With his high school friends
all away at school, it has been
the communities that Kevin is
a part of at Tufts — the Delta
Upsilon (DU) fraternity and
the baseball team — that have
emerged as the pillars of support that he relies on.
“I won’t say I’m lonely
because I have my family
here, but at the same time I
kind of just want to hang out
with people, hang out with the
guys,” Galasso said. “Family
and DU have really been here
for me, and that’s really important for treatment. Motivation
really does give you that extra
boost to get through it.”
Besides the active efforts of
both the baseball team and the
DU brothers to keep in touch
with Kevin through cards,
emails and text messages, the
baseball team has also made
the four-and-a half-hour drive
to New Jersey to spend the day
with Galasso.
“The DU guys have been
amazing, keeping in touch —
sending me cards, sending
emails and texts everything
like that,” Galasso said. “[And]
a couple of times, [the baseball team] actually drove down
from Boston to my house in
New Jersey to spend the day
with me.”

Offering more than just
emotional
support,
the
DU fraternity held a 3-on3 basketball tournament for
Galasso at Carzo Cage this
past weekend, a 32-team
tournament that filled up
within a week.
“We were going to organize the tournament, and we
thought if we’re going to raise
money, why not do it for one of
our own,” sophomore and DU
Philanthropy Chair Anthony
McHale said. “The whole fraternity really rallied around
this idea, [and] everyone was
enthused for this cause.”
“We had a few chapter meetings, and we were all devastated to hear about Kevin’s diagnosis, [because] every time
something like that happens
to an organization it hits you,
and it hit us,” senior president
Matt Cahill said. “If we were in
that situation, we would want
someone to do something. We
wouldn’t want people to be
walking around on tiptoes, we
would want people to go out
and do something, [so] that’s
what we did.”
As the players battled on the
court, spectators supported a
bake sale organized by the Chi
Omega sorority, participated
in the raffle for Red Sox tickets
or bought t-shirts on behalf of
Tomorrows Children’s Fund —
the charity that Kevin chose
as the event’s beneficiary. The
event raised more than $5,000
in total.
“Two-hundred-plus people had RSVP’d to go, so [the
event] kind of exploded really
quickly. A lot of people were
into the 3-on-3 idea so word
got out and we sold out all the
t-shirts except for maybe ten
XLs,” McHale said.
When baseball coach John
Casey heard about the tournament, he offered to send
out the donation link to the
network of baseball alumni,
a move that raised more than
$3,400 online in less than a
week.

“I had captains of the class
of 1970 donating, and it goes to
show you how much [the Tufts
baseball] program means to
all the players,” Galasso said.
“Even though I’ve never met
half those people, they’re still
supporting me in any way
possible, so it’s really a great
community to be a part of.”
Galasso is receiving treatment at the Hackensack
University Medical Center
(HUMC), the same hospital
at which his sister was treated for leukemia about eight
years ago, which kickstarted
his connection to the hospital and to the Tomorrows
Children’s
Fund.
The
Tomorrows Children’s Fund
operates within the hospital,
working to lighten the financial load for families with a
child diagnosed with cancer. They assist families with
anything from mortgage payments and educational grants
to offering an array of free
activities, events and support
services.
“I’m being treated pediatrically, so [there are] lot of
kids, ages one to 22, [and] I’m
one of the oldest kids there,”
Galasso said. “The foundation
has helped me a lot. My sister was being treated there
[and] I’m being treated there,
so I figured I’d give back to all
the families going through the
same thing.”
“Being home, not being
able to do anything is kind of
contrary to lifestyle at school
where we work all the time,
but [I] know that when this is
all done I’ll be back in school
doing things I was doing
before,” Galasso continued.
“[My family] says that this is
just a speed bump [and] I’ll
be that much more ready to
go back to school, that much
ready to be more mature. At
the same time it makes me
appreciate more what I have
at Tufts and what the school
has done for me in terms of
community.”

Courtesy Matt Cahill

DU brothers band together to help assist sophomore Kevin Galasso as he battles cancer.

ice hockey

Tufts to face Amherst
in NESCAC semifinals
by Wil Glavin
Sports Editor

After Tufts (9-14-2) shocked
the NESCAC world with its 2-1
upset over top-seeded Trinity,
the team will move on to face
the 19-4-2 NESCAC No. 2
Amherst Lord Jeffs in the conference semifinals.
On
Saturday,
Amherst
prevented an upset from
Middlebury by defeating the
tournament’s seventh seed 3-0.
Middlebury surprisingly outplayed Amherst for the first 30
minutes of the game, outshooting the Lord Jeffs 11-2 in the
first period. Both goalies continued their solid play for the
majority of the second period.
Amherst first-year forward
David White netted his 18th
goal of the season in the 16th
minute of the middle period,
and that would be all the Lord
Jeffs needed. White and senior
goalie Danny Vitale have
been the stars of this Amherst
squad throughout the season,

and their performances in the
team’s quarterfinal victory
solidified that fact.
White,
arguably
the
NESCAC’s top rookie, leads
the entire conference in goals
scored this season and is tied
for fourth in total points with
31 in just 25 games. In addition to White, Amherst features one of the conference’s
best passing teams with a
NESCAC-leading eight players
surpassing the 10-assist milestone this season.
The Lord Jeffs’ netminder,
Vitale, has had a spectacular senior season, leading
the conference in both goals
allowed per game (1.73) and
save percentage (.942). While
Vitale’s season statistics are
stellar, he has been playing at
an even higher level since the
season begun winding down.
Over the past five games, he
has allowed 0.80 goals per
game and has shutout three of
see ICE HOCKEY, page 11

Basketball

Kanner, Berube headline NESCAC
honors
On Wednesday, the NESCAC
announced the 2015 AllConference Teams and awards
for men’s and women’s basketball. In a surprise to no one, the
women’s basketball team was
well represented after posting
an undefeated conference record
and winning its second consecutive NESCAC Championship.
Senior tri-captain Hayley Kanner
highlighted the first-team selections as the 2015 Player of the
Year. She was not the lone Jumbo
to receive an award, as coach
Carla Berube was chosen by her
peers as the Coach of the Year.
Rounding out the selections for
the Jumbos were senior tri-captain guard Hannah Foley and
sophomore center Michela North,
both of whom were named to
the second team. The sole representative for the men’s basketball
team was sophomore tri-captain
forward Tom Palleschi, who was
a second-team selection.
Returning after a heart condition forced him to take a medical
redshirt last season, Palleschi, the
2013 Rookie of the Year, started
in all of Tufts’ 25 games this season. He led the Jumbos in points
and rebounds per game, averaging 12 and 6.1, respectively.
The most proficient shot blocker
in the conference, he was first
in the NESCAC in blocks with 2.4
per game. Palleschi captained the
Jumbos to a 13-12 overall record
and a 6-4 record in the NESCAC,
which was good for No. 4 overall.
No Jumbo was named to either
team last season.
Kanner’s award came as little surprise. She averaged 13.2
points and grabbed 5.7 boards
per contest, while shooting 50.2
percent from the field — good
for fourth in the NESCAC. A 2014
second-team selection, Kanner
was once again the top interior
defender in the conference, leading the NESCAC with 2.5 blocks
per game and serving as the focal
point for the Jumbos’ defense
that ranks No. 1 in the nation.
Kanner is the second Jumbo to
be named NESCAC Player of the

Year and the first since 2008
when Khalilah Ummah (LA ’08)
won the award.
Berube was named Coach of
the Year for the second consecutive year and the third time over
the past four years. This is the
fifth time she has won the award
since taking over the program in
2002. In her 12 seasons at the
helm, Berube has turned a once
middle-of-the-pack
program
into a perennial NCAA qualifier.
Despite losing her starting point
guard, senior tri-captain point
guard and 2014 first-team selection Kelsey Morehead, for most
of the season, and having to rely
on first-years and sophomores to
fill in the void left by last year’s
graduates, Berube has led the
Jumbos to one of their best regular seasons in school history and
a No. 1 seed in the NCAA Div. III
Women’s Basketball Tournament.
Foley’s excellent year saw her
cement her career as one of
the best shooters in program
history. A three-time secondteamer, she was second in the
NESCAC and sixth in the nation
for 3-point field goal percentage.
Foley was the third-leading scorer
for the Jumbos with 10.9 points
per game and was often tasked
with defending the top perimeter
players in the NESCAC.
North was the most dominant
post scorer in the NESCAC this
season, which helped earn her
the first all-conference nod of her
career. She led the conference
in field goal percentage, shooting 57.8 percent, and scored
13.6 per contest, which was first
on the team. With 8.8 rebounds
per game, North was fourth in
the conference and first for the
Jumbos. Another top defensive
presence for the Jumbos, North
was second in the NESCAC,
averaging 1.8 blocks per game,
behind only Kanner.
The women’s team will play
in the opening round of the
NCAA Tournament at Cousens
Gymnasium on Friday at 7 p.m.
—by Ross Dember

